We explain flat rotation curves and the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation by a combination of three hypotheses. The first is a formulation of the equivalence principle for gravitationally bound quantum N body systems, while the second is a second order phase transition hypothesized to arise from a competition between the effects of Unruh and deSitter radiation experienced by a static observer in a galaxy. The third is a light dark matter particle, coupled to a dark photon.
INTRODUCTION
The standard ΛCDM paradigm of collisionless cold dark matter is successful at explaining the missing mass problem [1] on large scales. However, there are a handful of discrepancies on galactic scales which motivate a modification of the ΛCDM paradigm. Of particular interest is the observed baryonic Tully-Fisher relation [3] which reveals a tight coupling between the disk galaxy's asymptotic rotational velocity and its total baryonic mass, v −10 m/s 2 is a critical acceleration, read off the data [2, 4, 5] and M b is the galaxy's baryonic mass. There is also observed a relatively tight relation between the acceleration a star would have due to Newtonian gravity and baryonic matter and the actual observed accleration [6, 9] . In addition, there is the fact that a 0 is remarkably close to the acceleration of the universe due to dark energy,
This intriguing fact, which may be stated as saying that the acceleration of the universe gives a typical scale for the acceleration of stars in galaxies, is not explained by ΛCDM , and was an early motivator of the MOND paradigm [17] . Collisionless cold dark matter does not account for the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation, the acceleration relation, and several small scale anomalies, such as the core-cusp and missing satellite problems. Modified newtonian gravity [6, 8, 17] (MOND) does account well for these data, but is challenging to extend to a stable relativistic theory [10, 11] and fails to account for the evidence for dark matter in clusters, lensing and the CM B.
Recently there have been attempts to build MOND-like behaviour into the physics of dark matter [19] , including the intriguing suggest that dark matter has a superfluid phase [20] - [24] . However so far these inspiring suggestions do not completely account for the closeness of a 0 to a Λ We build on these ideas here.
This leads us to propose a new scenario, which develops the idea that dark matter has a super-fluid phase, which, if successful, would explain the flattening of the rotation curves, the Tully-Fisher and acceleration relations and the relation between a 0 to a Λ . This is based on three hypotheses. The first two are related to how the equivalence principle may be realized in the quantum domain [25] .
1. Consider a non-relativistic gravitationally bound quantum N body system, with identical masses and only gravitational interactions. Because of the nonlocality of quantum effects, the standard formulations of the equivalence principle are broken by effects proportional to . To begin with there are three roles for mass, the passive and active gravitational masses, m p and m a and the inertial mass, m i .
The weak, non-relativistic quantum equivalence principle posits that in the limit of large N , these quantities only occur in two combinations. One with G (which is the only place G occurs)
measures the strength of the active gravitational force, and the quantum diffusion constant
In particular the semiclassical limit → 0 is defined by
in which limit m i and m p disappear.
2.
The thermal equivalence principle The physics of a quantum N body system which generates a bulk static or stationary gravitational field is to be described by static observers, who exerts an acceleration a to stay static [25] . The spacetime as a whole may also experience an acceleration, a Λ due to dark energy or a cosmological constant.
Then the static observer experiences a coupling to two different heat baths at different temperatures
, and
3. We hypothesize a very light dark matter particle coupled to a dark electromagnetic-like field.
Our basic hypotheses then are that
• The dark matter is extremely light and so forms a quantum fluid. (Models of dark matter superfluidity can be found in [20] - [24] ). This requires that
• Competition between the effects of T a and T Λ drives a second order phase transition whose order parameter is the velocity field of the quantum fluid, so the cold phase, for T a < T Λ , is a superfluid.
• The second order phase transition enforces a scale invariance on the superfluid phase. As Milgrom has pointed out in [26] scale invariance is nearly a sufficient condition to recover MOND-like behavior, including a tendency for the rotation curves of the dark matter particles to flatten when their accelerations are near the critical value of a Λ . The scale invariance also explains the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation [26] .
Note that the scale invariance is imposed only within a ring r 0 < r < r 2 in which accelerations are sufficiently near the critical point that scale invariant behaviour may be expected. We call this ring the critical region.
• For simplicity we assume that most of the baryonic matter lies within the inner boundary r 0 , and that the dark matter disk is confined to the ring.
• The superfluid requires coupling to a dark magnetic field to have stable rotating solutions, with constant velocity, to the semiclassical GP equation, making for a dark ring of super-currents.
Thus, within the critical region, there is an emergent quantum phenomenon that organizes the dark matter super-currents, so that it obeys approximate scale invariance, and a consequence is a flattening of the rotation curves for the stars as well as for the dark super-current..
Hence, this scenario explains the acceleration relation, the baryonic Tully Fisher relation, and the closeness of a 0 to a Λ , as well as the fact that the MOND-like behaviour is only seen for a limited regime and does not extend to arbitrarily small acceleration.
In this letter we give a brief sketch of this new scenario, many details remain to be worked out.
We proceed in three steps. First we discuss the physics of a charged superfluid when scale invariance is imposed on it in a ring shaped region. Second, we discuss the motions of stars within the gravitational field created by the baryons in the core and the dark superfluid ring. Third, we discuss a hypothesis as to the origin of that scale invariance.
THE DARK MATTER AS A QUANTUM FLUID
We consider a gravitationally bound population (or sub-population) of dark matter particles which we will assume has condensed into a thick disk. The hypothesis that a portion of the dark matter condenses to form a disk has been argued via. a few mechanisms, including dissipative, self interactions and mergers [27, [29] [30] [31] . Thin disks have been ruled out by observation from Gaia but thick disks still remain a possibility [28] . In this work we do not enquire into the mechanism of disk formation, nor do we discuss what proportion goes into the disk and which stays in the halo; we simply assume that a dark disk has formed. (However we might mention that coupling to a dark photon could play a role in formation of a disk [30] ). We note that the arguments we make below would still be valid were there a small self-interaction.
We assume the particles are spinless bosons of mass m, which is chosen so that the criteria (6) to be described as a quantum fluid is satisfied.
We describe the population by a complex many body wave-function, Ψ({x a I , t}), whose dynamics is specified by a non-relativistic Schrodinger equation.
where
, with q ab the flat metric and ∇ a is a U (1) covariant derivative, providing coupling to a dark U (1) gauge field.
The U (1) gauge invariance is
There is also the gravitational self-interaction. In addition, our argument will not be much altered if there is a small self-interaction, with small dimensionless coupling λ. We also do not discuss the implications of the dark Maxwell equations which determine the configuration of the dark magnetic field off the disk, save for a speculation mentioned at the end.
Note that we can divide through by the passive gravitational mass m p , to find that the resulting equation depends on the inertial or passive gravitational mass only indirectly, through the quantum diffusion constant defined by (3 ) through
The passive and inertial masses are absorbed into D, which is to say , and the only place the active mass m a appears is in the bulk potential energy, where it is multiplied by G in the combination (2), which is the only place G appears. We now consider the classical limit, which is the limit → 0. But note that the Schrodinger equation also only depends on through its dependence in D. So the → 0 limit must be a D → 0 limit. In this limit the passive gravitational mass and inertial mass go away. This is consistent with the weak, non-relativistic quantum equivalence principle.
To get to the classical limit we write
where S satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Now note that
So we are interested in the specific action
which satisfiesẋ
This satisfieṡ
(15) Now we take the limit D → 0 and all this does is remove the last, quantum potential term, leaving us with the classical Hamilton Jacobi equation for the specific actioṅ
where the specific gravitational potential energy is
Note that the dependence on the masses is now restricted to the total gravitational potential, i.e. it involves only the active gravitational mass, Gm a . This means that the trajectories given by (14) are independent of the masses.This is a statement of the equivalence principle, discovered in the classical limit of a quantum self-gravitating system.
We should then require that in the same limit, the wave function is symmetric amongst these identical particles.
This implies that the probability distribution ρ(x a I ) should be unchanged under an interchange of particles, so we have
We expect the same of the specfic Hamilton-Jacobi function of the averaged system
PHYSICS OF THE QUANTUM LIQUID
The conditions we have found define a new phase of the quantum system of N bodies gravitationally bound via Newtonian gravity. The system is in a semiclassical regime, but it is a condensed system in which the symmetrization of the wave function is important. We will see that this is because the symmetrization can impose on the bodies a super-fluid like behaviour.
In the classical limit we have a specific HamiltonJacobi functional (13) , which is symmetric under exchanges of the particle labels. The velocities are given by (14) .
We will impose three conditions on the wave function. The first two are,
• Independence The particles are non-interacting, apart from their contributions to the bulk gravitational potential, which is already separated out in the mean field approximation.
• Identical particles, condensed into a single state, so that
Given these two conditions, we can express the many body physics in terms of a single particle-like macroscopic wave function,
where the density ρ(x, t) is defined from the many particle wave function and φ is the common global phase. Φ satisfies the normalization
In this mean field approximation we can represent the gravitational potential energy by its mean field value in terms of M (r)
where M (r) is a functional of the density, ρ(x).
In cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z),
where h is the height of the disk (assumed small). The dynamics of Φ(x, t) are given by the self-consistent solution to the non-linear Schroedinger equation
Here W T comes from varying the thermal contribution to the effective action, (59) which we will discuss below, but ignore for the time being.
This gives a version of the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation [33] (also called the Newton-Schroedinger equation.)
As before, we divide through by m p to express the principle that the inertial and passive gravitational masses and are only expressed together in D.
where the specific potential energy density is
A ring of dark super-current
We now restrict our considerations to a ring defined by
We will later find it useful to assume that most of the baryonic mass is contained within an inner region for r < r 0 . We will impose scale invariance within the ring. We assume that the height of the disk h << r 0 so that vertical distributions can be ignored.
We assume that the wavefunction is of the form: Ψ(ρ, z, θ) = ρ(r)e iφ(r,θ,t) where the z dependence is ignorable.
We want to solve the real and imaginary parts of (28), which are the extended Hamilton Jacobi equatioṅ
and the current conservation laẇ
where the current is
We also define the macroscopic phase φ by a specific action
where e = E m is the specific energy.
Imposing scale invariance
We now impose our third condition, which is limited to the ring r 0 ≤ r ≤ r 2 . In this ring we impose scale invariance of the macroscopic wave function under scaling transformations defined by Milgrom [26] )
Physical constants such as G and don't scale, but masses do so we have
Using scale invariance to solve the GP equations
We deduce from (36) that
from which we deduce that
where v is a constant speed. We find solutions for
Single-valuedness of the wave-function can be satisfied if the super-current is broken up into many discrete rings, which flow around circles at radii
which are integer multiples of the deBrogli wavelength. However given (6), we can expect a large number of these rings fit within the critical ring, so we may ignore this microscopic structure when considering the effect on the stellar orbits. The current J a in each ring is purely circular
The norm of the velocity current, V a , is a constant
which corresponds to a flat rotation curve.
It is not hard to show that to zeroth order in D that, given φ of the form imposed by scale invariance (39), we can choose a form for the density, ρ, and a value of E, that together solve the GP equations, in the form of (31, 32) , to zeroth order in D.
To solve (31) we need a constant V, given by (26) and (29) . This self-consistent solution is given by
To see this, we use, to zeroth order in D, the classical expression
which implies (43).
(39) and (43) also implẏ
and so solve (32) . Meanwhile, the dark magnetic field is perpendicular to the ring and constant
There is then an energy density in the ring from the magnetic field
where g is the coupling constant of the dark magnetic field. Finally, we solve (31) to find that (neglecting the energy in the magnetic field))
so that the viral theorem is satisfied.
The observation that the dark matter superfluid has a circular component in its motion is supported by the work of Reade et. al [27] , which proposes that the history of accretion of satellites into the glactictic disc dynamically accretes a disc of dark matter. As in our case, this compoment of the dark disc is co-rotating with the visible disc.
This gives rise to a ring of super currents, rotating around the galaxy for r 0 < r < r 2 .
Recovering baryonic Tully-Fisher
We now deduce the orbital velocities of stars within the critical ring. At the inner boundary of the ring of the condensate phase, at radius r 0 , we match a velocity w to the acceleration
Note that this will be the velocity of a star at the boundary. It is not necessarily equal to the velocity v of the dark super current because that is influenced by the dark magnetic field as well as the gravitational field. However we will show that given our assumptions, the baryonic rotation curve is also flat within the ring. Scale invariance dictates that in the outer region, between r 0 and r 2 the acceleration a must fall off as
where v 2 is constant (and hence scale invariant). This is consistent with the dark matter density of the form (43), so that in the critical ring M (r) grows proportionally in r as our solution shows in (45). Hence we find the stars also have a flat rotation curve, given by w.
Assuming, then that M b = M (r 0 ) is the bulk of the baryonic mass, i.e. that most of the baryonic mass is in the inner region, we can match Newton's law at r 0 , by
to find
and the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation,
So the flat rotation curves and the baryonic TullyFisher relation are both consequences of the quantum equivalence principle, and the non-relativistic equivalence principle, together with scale invariance.
We note that Milgrom [26] emphasized that MONDian physics is characterized by scale invariance under (35).
THERMAL PHYSICS OF THE GLOBAL WAVE-FUNCTION
We have shown how scale invariance in the ring leads to a differentially rotating super-current with a constant current velocity, that explains both the flat rotation curves and the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation. Now we put forward a hypothesis to explain the origin of that scale invariance.
We consider the effects of the thermal accelerations. We use Landau-Ginzburg theory to formulate the thermal physics in the mean field approximation. But we also use the quantum equivalence principle as formulated in [25] to organize the attribution of thermal effects to accelerating systems. This requires that, in static or stationary spacetimes, we associate a temperature to the accelerations experienced by static observers. In our context these are non-rotating observers who employ a constant acceleration (say from a rocket engine) to maintain themselves at a fixed distance from the galactic centre.
Normally, when a quantum field is subject to a finite temperature T we add a term to the effective potential energy
where α is a dimensionless combination of coupling constants. Now, we assume that the dark matter (including the dark photon) couples to ordinary matter only through the gravitational interaction, thus it does not feel the CM B and will not thermalize to its temperature. It however does experience the universal thermal effects due to acceleration, with respect to inertial frames, whether with respect to local observers or cosmological horizons, as these are universal effects which arise from the choice of vacuum.
We then have two sources of vacuum thermal effects [14] ; these are the cosmological temperature [12] 
due to radiation from the cosmological horizon and the Unruh temperature [13] due to the fact that the static observers are accelerating in the static gravitational field of the galaxy.
(56)
Here we should emphasize that the physical situation we are describing is different from that experienced by a static observer in empty deSitter spacetime. There the observe experiences the effects of being in equilibrium with a single thermal bath, with the Deser-Levin temperature [15] 
Here we have, instead, an observer who is out of equilibrium because she is coupled to two thermal baths, which have different temperatures, one coming from the cosmological horizon, the other coming from the acceleration needed to hold a steady position in the local gravitational field of the galaxy. Hence, she is out of equilibrium, in contact with two thermal baths at different temperatures, except where a = a Λ . By the quantum equivalence principle [25] , these have to enter the effective action with the same coefficient, α, which is indeed the coefficient of the term induced by a real thermal bath. But we hypothesize that they enter the effective action with opposite signs. There are several motivations for this choice but, ultimately this is an hypothesis which is in need of verification. One justification is that a positive cosmological constant imposes a negative pressure, another is that deSitter spacetime has been argued to be unstable to quantum fluctuations, while AdS has no such instability, due to its being dual to an ordinary QFT. This means that the system in AdS, being dual to an ordinary CF T , must have a positive specific heat.
Since in both cases T 2 ≈ Λ either the deSitter case or the AdS case has to come into the effective potential with a destabilizing minus sign, relative to ordinary thermal effects; for the reasons stated it seems the former is more likely.
Alternatively we could take the view that this is part of the definition of the dark matter.
We hence choose the signs so that the acceleration of the static observer acts like an ordinary temperature to restore symmetry breaking, while a cosmological constant acts against this tendency. The thermal contribution to the non-relativistic potential energy is then, to quadratic order,
The specific potential energy is then
(59) plus possible higher order terms needed to stabilize the potential. We note that the weak, non-relativistic quantum equivalence principle, as we stated it above is satisfied, as the dependences of the mass and of combined into a dependence on the diffusion constant D. This justifies the inclusion of these terms in the effective potential.
There is then a critical point where
This occurs at a radius with an acceleration
We hypothesize that near this critical point, the dynamics is invariant under scale transformations, defined in (35) below and a phase transition takes place, as is singled by the change of sign on the quadratic term of the effective potential. The quadratic term of the effective potential becomes negative for a < a Λ , signalling the spontaneous breaking of the U (1) global symmetry of the GP equation, allowing the emergence of a meaningful macroscopic phase. In a typical galaxy the acceleration, a experienced by the static observer, first rises rapidly near the centre, and after falls off as we move away from the centre. There is then a radius r = r 0 at which a falls to a 0 . There are then two regions.
• r < r 0 , a > a 0 The inner, symmetric or normal phase.
• r > r 0 , a < a 0 The outer, broken symmetry or superfluid phase.
In this region the dark matter condenses to a superfluid ring. Note that there is an outer boundary to this region, at some r = r 2 > r 0 , whose physics we discuss below [16] .
The physics of the outer region
The outer region extends to an r = r 2 > r 0 at which a has fallen sufficiently below a 0 that we are deep in the broken symmetry phase and the scale invariance associated with the second order phase transition at r 0 no longer governs the physics.
In most galaxies, r 2 need only be a factor of ≈ 5r 0 to match the rough flatness of the rotation curves observed.
Between r 0 and r 2 the physics of the dark matter condensate is governed by the two symmetries: broken U (1) invariance and scale invariance (35).
The mass distribution of the dark matter then organizes itself so that scale invariance is satisfied. This results in (39), and (43), which we saw above gives a static solution to the GP equations.
So we anticipate as we move out from r 0 to see a soft breaking of the scale invariance, which would be measured by
where α is an unknown critical exponent. This tells us that the orbital velocity gets a small r dependence given by
for some B. We note that related observations are discussed in [32] . We would expect that for r >> r 2 the velocity curve returns asymptotically to its Newtonian behaviour, v ≈ 
CONCLUSIONS
We take a new approach to the hypothesis that dark matter has a superfluid phase based on the equivalence principle applied in the domain of many body quantum theory. In this letter we sketched a simplified model, which serves to illustrate our hypotheses, but it will need to be developed if it is to compete with existing realistic models of galaxies. This is based on several novel assumptions and observations.
• We see how the leading terms of the classical limit of the physics of a bose gas self-interacting under its mutual gravitational attractions become independent of the inertial and passive gravitational masses, of the particles. In this case the physics is governed by a macroscopic wave function, Φ(r), whose dynamics is governed by the GP equation which coincides with the Newton-Schrodinger equation.
• We hypothesize that the dark matter in a galaxy is subjected to two thermal baths, the first due to the cosmological constant, at the deSitter temperature, T λ ; the second the Unruh temperature due to the acceleration of a static observer in the gravitational field of the galaxy, T a . We posit that these come into the effective Hamiltonian with opposite signs.
• Thus, at a radius r 0 at which T a = T Λ , and hence a = a Λ = c 2 √ Λ, there is a scale invariant point and hence a second order phase transition that signals the condensation of a Bose-Einstein condensate for r > r 0 . The physics in this region is scale invariant, this means that the condensate organizes its distribution, as a function of radius to achieve scale invariance.
• The physics near r ≈ r 0 is scale invariant under t → λt and x → λx, which implies a flat rotation curve. We would expect to see departures from scale invariance as we move away from r 0 , expressed as a logarithmic correction to the flat rotation curve, as in (63).
• The condensate behaves like a ring of supercurrents, with a common, current velocity, which is rotational. This seems to require coupling to a dark magnetic field.
• As a super-current, the condensate has a well defined macro wavefunction and phase, φ. The fluid current is J a = ∂ a φ + A a which by scale invariance is constant in the critical ring.
• The stars also have a flat rotation curve in the critical region. Even if they are much heavier than the dark matter particles, a star is still in the test mass approximation, so far as its motion in the galaxy is concerned.
• This simple scenario explains the observed acceleration relation, the baryonic Tully Fisher relation and the success of the MOND hypothesis in galaxies. We note that while Milgrom long ago pointed out the importance of scale invariance for MOND phenomenology [26] , it is still impressive how much of that phenomenology, (i.e. flat rotation curves and baryonic Tully Fisher) is a consequence of scale invariance alone. Our new hypothesis is that this scale invariance is due to the dark matter undergoing a second order phase transition in the region normally associated with MONDian behaviour.
• Our scenario provides a natural outer limit to the applicability of MONDian phenomenology.
There remains much to be done to build this sketch of a scenario out into a detailed proposal. Among the most urgent questions to investigate are.
1. Extend the two dimensional self-consistent solution we found to the semi-classical limit of the G-P (Newton-Schrodinger) equations to a fully three dimensional solution of that equation coupled to the dark Maxwell equations.
2. The dark magnetic field is trapped perpendicular to the ring, but will presumably curl around the ring of dark super-current, making the galaxy into a dark-magnetic dipole. Depending on the strength of this new interaction, this could give a halo-like component to the dark matter density and contribute to the interactions between nearby galaxies.
3. Investigate a two fluid model, describing the interplay of a normal phase and superfluid phase. This would also allow us to investigate the relative importance of halo and disk components of the dark matter. Another interesting question to address in future work is whether the fact that the dark matter superfluid only condenses for r > r 0 addresses the cusp problem.
4. Our proposal that scale invariant behaviour is a consequence of a second order phase transition arising from a competition between the effects of Unruh and deSitter, horizon radiation needs more investigation.
5. MOND has been applied to, and made successful predictions for, other galaxy types including low surface brightness, ellipticals, dwarf ellipticals, dwarf-spheroidal satellites of the Mlkey Way and Andromeda; so we should understand if our proposal addresses these cases.
6. There are a number of astronomical systems in which the accelerations are near or below a 0 , which include the Oort cloud, double and multiple star systems, the nearest one of which may be in the MOND regime, is alpha-Proxima. A few exoplanets also appear to have accelerations near a 0 [34] . It would be very interesting to understand the physics of this regime, because the many body physics we described here may not be relevant. the Ministry of Research and Innovation. This research was also partly supported by NSERC and FQXi and by a generous grant from the John Templeton Foundation.
Appendix: Different masses
We can go a bit further, and ask whether we can extend our use of the non-relativistic quantum equivalence principle to the case where there are several species of dark matter particles, with different masses, m I . We note that, so long as N is large, we can gain an approximation to the average bulk gravitational potential by replacing m in (7) 
The key idea is that, by the equivalence principle, in general and in the non-relativistic quantum equivalence principle, the masses should be irrelevant in the test particle approximation, in the classical limit, even if they are different. We might wonder whether this means that there is a regime of quantum gravitational physics where particles with different masses behave indistinguishability. The particles would be quasi identical, due to the degeneracy of the classical limit imposed by the equivalence principle. We call these equivalent particles. We can hypothesize that in these cases the semiclassical wave function should be symmetric under exchange of these equivalent particles.
If this is the case then a consequence may be that in the limit N → ∞, the equivalent particles can condense into the ground state, even if they have different masses, and participate in the physics of the quantum fluid.
This might be relevant for the stars in a disk galaxy. When the dark matter mass is small enough, there are a large number, P , of dark matter particles for every star. Adding the stars to the fluid barely changes the average mass. While a star is much more massive than a dark matter particle, it is of negligible mass (≈ 10 −11 ), compared to the galaxy as a whole.
This might mean that the velocity field of the superfluid is shared by the stars.
We can formulate this intuition as a conjecture: Consider the gravitational potential per unit passive gravitational mass
We compare this to a different potential V , eq (66) in which the masses are each replaced by the averaged mass.
V (x, t) = −Gm
• Conjecture A: There exists configurations of masses in which the particles of different masses are well mixed, so that the difference between V andV goes away as we take the limit N → ∞.
|V (x) −V (x)| = 0
Dividing through now bym we reach the conclusion that a quantum self-gravitating system in the limit N → ∞ and → 0 treats the bodies making up the system as identical. The leading order dynamics is then given by
where we now define the averaged diffusion constant
Therefor, a quantum self-gravitating system in the limit N → ∞ and → 0, and in the test-particle approximation, treats the bodies making up the system as identical, even when they have different masses.
